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A part of you 
since 1891

Anchored in a long tradition of craftsmanship, our 
factory was founded in Mora 1891. It successfully 
combined the benefits of hand-forged blades and 
industrial manufacturing. The result was a knife with 
a grip-friendly handle with a very sharp and robust blade. 
 
Today, the knife from Mora is well known for its high quality 
and is also recognized as a national symbol of Sweden. We 
take pride in our heritage and that every one of our knives 
are made in Mora, Sweden. Just like it has always been and 
always will be.

Morakniv Companion Spark is a reliable 
companion that is designed to preform in any 
weather condition. It’s a knife you can clean fish, 
make feather sticks in wood and light a fire with . 
The 2,5 mm durable blade is made of Swedish 
stainless steel, which makes it easy to maintain 
and improves the edge retention. The blade 
has a Scandi grind profile that makes it easy to 
keep sharp and the spine of the blade is ground 
to a 90 degrees angle making it compatible 
with the intigrated fire starter in the handle. 
In that way the heat from a campfire is always 
at hand, making your Morakniv a part of your 
sparkling adventure.



Fire starter
The fire starter is of the highest 
quality made to preform in any 
weather condition.

Sheath
The polymer sheath has a 
practical belt clip for attaching 
the knife to a rucksack or a belt. It 
also has  a drain hole in the bottom 
where water can pass through.

Reflective cord
Companion Spark is equipped 
with a reflective cord for the fire 
starter which reduces the risk of 
misplacing it in the dark.

Features
Companion design
The design of the knife follows 
the Companion-series with a 
ergonomic handle and with a  
¾ stick tang that ensures a strong, 
stable and powerful knife that 
becomes a natural part of your 
daily work.

Scandi grind
The knife blade is grinded with a 
Scandi grind which makes it easy 
to keep sharp.

Polymer
The polymer is made of TPE  
and provides a grip-friendly  
handle that allows you to work 
with power and precision.

Steel 
The blade is 2,5 mm thick and  
104 mm long. It is made of  
12C27 stainless steel that is 
treated to the highest quality in 
our own factory according to 
our Steel Grade Mora/SGM® 
Standard.

Hole
The holes in the handle 
make the knife lighter.

Ground spine
The spine of the blade is ground 
to a 90 degrees angle, making it 
compatible with the intigrated fire 
starter in the handle. Fire away!



Burst from Companion, one of our most popular knives, 
Spark is a reliable companion that preforms great in any 
wheather condition. The durable blade is made of Swedish 
stainless steel, which makes it easy to maintain and with 
better edge retention. It has a soft friction grip handle made 
of TPE rubber, which makes the grip safer and more steady 
to work with. The polymer knife sheath has a practical belt 
clip for attaching the knife to a rucksack or a belt.  
Companion Spark is also equipped with a reflective cord 
for the fire starter which reduces the risk of misplacing it. 

Companion Spark is our latest sparkling novelty – 
designed to light the spark to your outdoor  
adventure. With a high quality fire starter integrated 
in the handle, the heat from a campfire is always  
at hand.

Companion Spark

Stainless Steel

4,1” 104mm

9,4” 238mm

0,098” 2,5mm

6,9oz 198g

Use with fire starter
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